
Palace Acappella Autumn 2021 Covid safety measures 

Things I’ve taken into account:

- Delta variant is prominent and numbers still high. Symptoms are more similar to a cold than 

previous variants and, while double vaccination is still the best protection, this doesn’t ensure 
completely avoiding illness or prevent you spreading the disease.


- Singing, especially indoors, can increase the chance of spreading the virus.

- There are a huge spread of feelings in the choir, about what feels safe and how we should move 

forward - generally with a desire to get back to in person singing - so I’m attempting to find 
measures that allow everyone to feel secure in the room, allow us to increase the number of live 
singers at each rehearsal, and feel reasonably secure without wearing masks to sing.


- No single safety measure provides full protection - we need a raft of different safety measures 
that all reduce the chance of spreading infection during choir rehearsals


- I would much prefer to have steady progress back to normality rather than jump quickly to 
something that is unlikely to be sustainable and ultimately cause more disruption. 


- I will continue to monitor the situation, research and guidance, and make changes as and when 
possible/necessary


For in person choir rehearsals, the following measures will be in place and required of all 
attendees:

- If you develop cold/flu/Covid symptoms you DO NOT come to rehearsal and you do let me 

know immediately (EVEN if your lateral flow test is negative. I will offer alternate slots for 
sessions missed for this reason)


- Everyone takes a lateral flow test on the day of rehearsal: if the result is positive you don’t come 
to rehearsal (and follow the government guidance) 


- We all sign in on entry and have our temperatures checked

- We wear a mask when moving around the building, including eg going to the loo - unless 

exempt

- Everyone will be assigned a seat and stay there as much as possible

- Where possible you bring your own sheet music, and anything else you need for rehearsal 

(water, pencil etc)

- We’ll have plenty of windows open for ventilation so wear appropriate clothing! Especially as it 

gets colder later in the autumn


Additionally I know you will all be sensitive to people’s different levels of comfort with regard to 
covid safety, keeping distance etc, and navigate everyone’s different boundaries as well as 
possible.


Useful links:

- Government guidance on Covid, how to stay safe, what to do if you have symptoms or are told 

to self isolate etc - https://www.gov.uk/guidance/covid-19-coronavirus-restrictions-what-you-
can-and-cannot-do


- Order free lateral flow tests here - https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing/
regular-rapid-coronavirus-tests-if-you-do-not-have-symptoms/


- Report lateral flow test results here - https://www.gov.uk/report-covid19-result

- Useful information on lateral flow tests, the advantages and limits - https://pharmaceutical-

journal.com/article/feature/how-reliable-are-lateral-flow-covid-19-tests
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